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LED Module Implementation Business 

Siix Corporation hereby announces that we are now certified as a partner in the 
module implementation field of the next generation LEDs(Light Emitting Diodes) of OSRAM 
Opto Semiconductors GmbH (Head Office: Germany), one of the two major makers of optical 
semiconductors in the world, while we have been focusing on and developing business 
opportunities for LEDs as a promising business field for the mid and long term. 

To expand the market for LEDs, OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH, which 
develops, manufactures, and sells optical semiconductors, started a special project named 
“LLFY (LED Light for you)” and selected partners in the fields of optics, heat, and 
electronics. SIIX Corporation is certified as the only Japanese EMS company that has 
established the know-how to efficiently mount the high-brightness LEDs developed by 
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH and can provide module solutions in the Electronic 
Solutions field. 
(For details, please refer to http://www.ledlightforyou.com/.) 

Today, LEDs are rapidly attracting attention for their lifetime, high brightness, and 
low power consumption, promising to rapidly expand the market. LEDs will revolutionize the 
illumination market, replacing light bulbs and fluorescent lamps in the near future. In 
particular, LEDs will be used for the backlights of large LCD screens, headlights of vehicles, 
modern buildings such as museums and airports, and areas sensitive to ultra-violet light. 

We will expand our LED mounting business with this certification as a stepping 
stone. We will start our business in the European markets, which will be expanded to the 
Asian region as well as the American region. 

(Reference) 
Outline of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH 
 
Head Office: Legensburg, Germany 
Business: Development, manufacture, and sales of optical semiconductors 
Sales: About 500 million Euros (Fiscal year ended 2006/9) 
 (About 77 billion Yen) 


